
Get Used To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Special NY Chronicle reporter, fellow named Forbes, assigned to me, and
he hangs around all the time, sort of embarrassing (hurray, spelled it right, I
guess) but I _____________________ the reporters.

1.

(present continuous)'m getting used to

I flinched at the thought of Shari-I
__________________________________ her a memory.
2.

(past continuous/consider)
was getting used to considering

But Harry _______________________ it.3. (not/could)couldn't get used to

The country folk about Meteren seemed pleased to see us; I think they
__________________ the ways of the British soldier and found him not such
a bad fellow after all.

4.

(past perfect)
had got used to

It still seems like the end of all things, but in time I ____________________
it.
5.

(shall)
shall get used to

Well, you may laugh, but the world _____________________ good clothes
yet.
6.

(not/present perfect)
hasn't got used to

Things is ever so much better now, only Miriam ____________________
the improvements.
7.

(not/can)
can't get used to

People ______________________ each other's charms as well as to their
faults.
8.

(have to)
have to get used to

Their parting had been so unexpected a one, that she
________________________ it, or believe it was anything else but a painful
dream.

9.

(not/could)
could not get used to

I __________________ them, I reckon.10. (present perfect)'ve got used to

She ______________________ things, now, that three months ago
would have overwhelmed her-if she hadn't been Jim Swaim's child.
11.

(past continuous)

was getting used to
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He had been on my watch, and I _______________________ the idea
that he wasn't about decks with me.
12.

(not/could)
couldn't get used to

Accustomed to the low-hung grays and struggling sunbeams of southern
England, Imogen ________________________ these novelties.
13.

(not/could)could not get used to

It takes a little time __________________________ out in the open, and
on the hard ground.
14.

(indefinite/sleep)
to get used to sleeping

We forgot all about what he said, all but Mammy, and she thought he
____________________ the brown gingham in time, and, anyhow, she had
meant to do the best, dear darling.

15.

(would)
would get used to

About the time we ______________________ our woollens and hot fires
of the holidays, they are roasting with heat, and going around in linen jackets
and wilted dickeys.

16.

(present continuous)

are getting used to

But, as old Sir Thomas Browne says, afflictions induce callosities, and in
time we _____________________ anything.
17.

(should)should get used to

He ___________________ the strangeness of things, so that such a
room as this would seem his natural resting-place, and that other house
which had been destroyed for him would seem a place of shame, to be
avoided and forgotten.

18.

(must)

must get used to

I never before made my toilet out on the sidewalk, but a fellow
__________________ anything.
19.

(can)can get used to

But I __________________ her careless ways, and I didn't seem to mind
anything much now, so I set off with my burden.
20.

(past perfect)
had got used to
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